Course guide  
210315 - SCJ - Playable City Seminar

Unit in charge: Barcelona School of Architecture  
Teaching unit: 740 - DUTP - Department of Urbanism, Territory and Landscape.

Degree: DEGREE IN ARCHITECTURE STUDIES (Syllabus 2014). (Optional subject).

Academic year: 2023  
ECTS Credits: 3.0  
Languages: Catalan

LECTURER

Coordinating lecturer: ZAIDA MUXI MARTINEZ

Others:

REQUIREMENTS

PROJECTES V - Prerequisite  
PROJECTES VI - Prerequisite  
TALLER TEMÀTIC I - Corequisite

DEGREE COMPETENCES TO WHICH THE SUBJECT CONTRIBUTES

Specific:
EP1. Translation from Spanish slope  
EP18. Translation from Spanish slope  
EP19. Translation from Spanish slope  
EP20. Translation from Spanish slope  
EP22. Translation from Spanish slope  
EP24. Translation from Spanish slope

General:
CG7. Translation from Spanish slope

Transversal:
CT2. Translation from Spanish slope  
CT3. Translation from Spanish slope  
CT4. Translation from Spanish slope  
CT5. Translation from Spanish slope  
CT6. Translation from Spanish slope

Basic:
CB2. Translation from Spanish slope  
CB3. Translation from Spanish slope  
CB4. Translation from Spanish slope  
CB5. Translation from Spanish slope

TEACHING METHODOLOGY

Seminar format: based on the introductory theoretical sessions. debates based on case studies and readings by students  
theloretical  
study cases  
bibliographic search
LEARNING OBJECTIVES OF THE SUBJECT

Give complementarity to the project work of the Thematic workshop AC
Encourage the investigation and search for theories, data, and cases that support the project actions
Introduce concepts such as gender, feminism, playable city, childhood city, ageism, old age and city, ecofeminism ... and others that confront us with current and future challenges

STUDY LOAD

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Hours</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Self study</td>
<td>42.0</td>
<td>56.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hours large group</td>
<td>33.0</td>
<td>44.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Total learning time: 75 h

CONTENTS

Playable city

Description:
Interpretive, analytical, and project theories in contemporary cities

Full-or-part-time: 5h
Practical classes: 2h
Self study: 3h

Title English

Description:
content English


**GRADING SYSTEM**

Practical work: case study 50%
Search for bibliographic documentation of own case study 20%
Participation in the debates argued based on the complementary bibliographic search of the other case studies 30%

Continuous assessment
Continuous assessment will be based on the work carried out by the student during the academic year, through the submission of assignments or the performance of written and/or oral tests, according to the criteria and timetable established.

Final assessment
If the continuous assessment is not positive, a second assessment may be carried out, which will consist of a final overall test in the established methodology according to the criteria of the lecturer in charge (written or oral test and/or submission of assignments).

Telematic continuous assessment
In online teaching situations, continuous assessment will be carried out synchronously and asynchronously, by the methods established by the University and the School, with a periodic record of academic activity by submitting assignments, forums, questionnaires or any other means provided by the Atenea platform, or the alternative tools provided to the teaching staff. In situations in which this telematic teaching takes place when face-to-face teaching has already begun, or for non-academic reasons, any alterations to the weightings or regular teaching control systems will be communicated in detail to all students on the Atenea platform for every subject.

Final telematic assessment
If the continuous telematic assessment is not positive, a second assessment may be carried out consisting of a final overall test in telematic format to be established in accordance with the criteria of the lecturers in charge and the ICT resources and tools provided by the University or the School.

The measures for adapting to distance teaching will be implemented in accordance with ICT security and personal data protection criteria to ensure compliance as regards Personal Data Protection legislation (RGPD and LOPDGDD).

**EXAMINATION RULES.**

Deliveries and formats on the specified date and manner

**RESOURCES**

Other resources:
The materials and documents of the subject may be written indistinctly in any languages of instruction.